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Inspired by studies demonstrating mate-choice copying effects in non-human species, recent studies of attractiveness judgements suggest that social learning also influences human preferences. In the first part of our article, we review evidence for social learning effects on preferences in humans and other animals. In the second part, we present new empirical evidence that social learning not only influences the attractiveness of specific individuals, but can also generalize to judgements of previously unseen individuals possessing similar physical traits. The different conditions represent different populations and, once a preference arises in a population, social learning can lead to the spread of preferences within that population. In the final part of our article, we discuss the theoretical basis for, and possible impact of, biases in social learning whereby individuals may preferentially copy the choices of those with high status or better access to critical information about potential mates. Such biases could mean that the choices of a select few individuals carry the greatest weight, rapidly generating agreement in preferences within a population. Collectively, these issues suggest that social learning mechanisms encourage the spread of preferences for certain traits once they arise within a population and so may explain certain cross-cultural differences.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Individuals often learn from others and selection for social learning mechanisms may occur when there are costs to acquiring accurate behavioural information via individual learning [1]. In terms of mate choices and preferences, using the judgement of others may be beneficial if it allows an individual to assess potential mates more quickly and efficiently than through individual trial and error. Indeed, there are potentially very large costs if individuals choose their mates badly, with desertion, infidelity or violence posing very real risks [2]. In this article, we review the evidence that social learning influences mate preferences in both humans and non-human species (§2), present evidence that the effects of social learning can generalize to judgements of previously unseen individuals and discuss how generalized learning is potentially related to between-population variation in attraction (§§3 and 4), and discuss both the theoretical basis for and possible benefits associated with biases in the effects of social learning on attraction in humans (§5). More fundamentally, our aim is to highlight the utility of considering the effects of social learning in order to gain new insights into the processes that shape human mate preferences and human variability in preference.

2. SOCIAL LEARNING AND MATE PREFERENCES IN NON-HUMAN SPECIES AND HUMANS

(a) Mate-choice copying in non-human species: a brief review

Mate-choice copying has been observed among females in a number of different non-human species [3–6], including fish [7–10] and bird species [11–13]. Such studies have generally shown that when females observe another female (the model) to be paired with one of two males (the targets), they are subsequently more likely to prefer the target male they had seen paired with the model over the male that was not paired with the model. These effects suggest that social learning may play an important role in female mate choices and preferences in non-human species. The effects of social learning on mate choice in non-human species have generally been demonstrated in the laboratory (e.g. [7,8,11–13]), but similar effects have been found when experiments
are conducted in the wild (e.g. [10]). One early example of social learning in the field comes from Höglund et al. [14], who used stuffed female dummies to examine copying effects in sage grouse. They demonstrated that female grouse mated preferentially with the male that appeared to have other females, which were in fact stuffed models, in his territory.

While most of the research described above has focused on the choices of females for males, males in some non-human species also appear to copy the mate choices of other males. In species where males are often the chosen rather than the choosy sex (e.g. in the lek breeding bird species described above), males may not need to mate-choice copy. In other mating systems, however, benefits to males may lead to copying. For example, male sailfin mollies copy the apparent preferences of other males [10,15]. In this species, copying may be advantageous because of a short period of sexual receptivity in females, leading to a need for males to efficiently identify females who are receptive [10,15].

(b) Social learning and human mate preferences

Inspired by work on non-human species, recent research also suggests social learning may influence human mate preferences. While some research has shown that the presence of wedding rings on men did not increase women’s preferences for those men [16], other studies have found that images of men labelled as married were more attractive than those labelled as single [17] and that women rate men as more desirable when they are shown surrounded by women than when they are shown alone or with other men [18]. Another study has shown that women prefer pictures of men that had been previously seen paired with images of other women who were looking at the face with smiling (i.e. positive) expressions compared with pictures of men that had been seen paired with images of women with neutral (i.e. relatively negative) expressions [19]. Women therefore do appear to mimic the attitude of other women to particular men.

Alongside partnership status, simple presence and expressions of attitude towards the male, the physical traits of the observed model may also play a role in social transmission of preference. Previous studies have shown that men and women are influenced in their judgements of attractiveness by the apparent choice of attractive members of the same sex. Sigall & Landy [20] used real individuals to show that positive characteristics are attributed more frequently to men who are paired with attractive rather than unattractive women. In this way, they show that an attractive partner may ‘radiate beauty’. Such a phenomenon suggests a more sophisticated form of mate-choice copying, whereby women can use the attractiveness of a partner that a man can acquire in order to judge the man’s own attractiveness. We discuss the idea of ‘bias’ in transmission of preference in more detail in §5 of this article. Another study using images that were presented with a fictitious partner has shown that both men and women find a face paired with an attractive partner to be more attractive than one paired with an unattractive partner for a long-term but not a short-term relationship [21]. Other studies have also demonstrated a similar effect for women judging male attractiveness [22]. Effects specific to long-term preferences in humans suggest that social information is being used to infer non-physical traits that make a target a good long-term partner, such as resources or intelligence, which may be difficult to determine from physical appearance alone.

(c) The benefits of learning

Mate-choice copying (usually in females) has been proposed to be adaptive when there is a cost, such as time or energy, to evaluating the quality of potential mates or when discriminating between the quality of potential mates is difficult [23]. In this way, social transmission may allow individuals to assess a potential mate quickly and efficiently and perhaps helps individuals learn what to look for in a mate. In humans, there are many aspects to a partner other than their physical traits that may be valued, and others’ choices may be used to infer positive or negative traits, such as behaviour, resources or intelligence, that are difficult to infer from physical appearance alone. These are the sort of traits we might expect to be important for long-term but not necessarily short-term relationships.

In humans, as most individuals will partner during their lives [24], indiscriminately valuing men with partners is unlikely to be a useful mechanism for identifying high-quality partners. Humans bring two factors to a mating relationship: direct benefits such as resources for parental investment or a willingness to invest in children and indirect benefits such as high fertility or potential heritable genetic benefits (e.g. genes for high-quality immune systems). Social information may be more useful for judging direct benefits, given that such information is less likely to be available from physical appearance than is information about indirect benefits. In other species without male parental care, mate-choice copying most probably occurs because individuals are able to acquire information about the association between physical characteristics and the genetic quality of a prospective mate [10]. The results of Little et al. [21], which demonstrate that men are as influenced as women are by the choices of other men, also differ from effects seen in some non-human species where males actively avoid mating with a female after they have seen her interacting with other males [25].

We note here that humans may be different from other species owing to both men and women highly valuing positive personality traits in long-term partners [26]. Importantly, such traits may be usefully inferred by examining the attractiveness of a person’s partner. In fact, we might predict that in any species with monogamous relationships or biparental care, there will be pressure on both males and females to choose partners with qualities that are not necessarily signalled by physical appearance, leading to social information being both useful and used. While avoidance of recently mated individuals may be of concern to males in species where male investment and relationship length are
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limited, evidence of recent mating may not be such an issue for species that might use social information for long-term mate-choice decisions.

(d) Copying directed at specific individuals and the impact of social learning
To date, work on humans has focused on the effects of social learning on perceptions of specific target individuals. In other words, these studies have only investigated how certain models increase attractiveness of their paired individual targets. There are, however, obvious disadvantages to being attracted to individuals who are already partnered, particularly in a species like humans where pairs can remain in committed long-term relationships. Although humans do pursue short-term strategies and extra-pair copulations [27], the effects of social learning on preferences in humans appear to be more focused on long-term preferences than short-term preferences [21]. The potential of mate desertion or mate poaching [28], however, would allow social learners to take advantage of other people’s choices. Generalization, whereby individuals learn about the traits of those chosen and find those traits attractive in other individuals, also provides a solution to this problem. Generalization is also probably an important component in the spread of preferences for certain traits through a population. Thus, generalization would be important in generating cross-cultural variation in preferences. We discuss these issues further and present evidence for generalization of social learning in §§3 and 4.

3. CULTURAL VARIATION IN PREFERENCE AND THE SPREAD OF PREFERENCE FOR TRAITS: EXTENDING SOCIAL LEARNING BEYOND THE OBSERVED PAIRS
Studies of human attractiveness have documented several traits that are proposed to be attractive across individuals and cultures, potentially reflecting species-wide ‘universal’ preferences. These include preferences for facial traits such as masculinity and symmetry [29,30]. In addition to these general preferences, studies and reviews have pointed to how individual and cultural differences in preferences are, or can also be, consistent with evolutionary predictions [31–34].

While considerable agreement is found in judgements of facial attractiveness within a particular culture, as well as across different cultures (e.g. [35]; see [36] for a meta-analytic review), there may also be differences in the relative attractiveness of certain traits between cultures. Darwin [37], for example, was struck by cultural differences in attractiveness criteria, such as preferences for skin colour, body hair, body fat and practices such as lip ornamentation and tooth filing. Such convictions are supported by early cross-cultural work by Ford & Beach [38], who catalogued differences between cultures in preferences for various aspects of female physique and also by more recent work documenting systematic cross-cultural variation in the importance of physical traits [39,40] and in preferences for facial masculinity [41,42]. Likewise, variation is seen in symmetry preferences across cultures; while individuals from the UK and the Hadza in Tanzania both demonstrate preferences for symmetry in faces, preferences for face symmetry are stronger in the Hadza [29].

Agreement within a culture and differences between cultures could, at least in part, be the result of learning about attractiveness by examining the choices of others in the population. Copying the traits of the choices of others, rather than their preference for a specific individual, could lead to the spread of agreement on which individuals and traits are attractive within a culture. Because arbitrary choices can arise in different cultures, social learning can lead to cultures valuing different traits and the individuals who possess those traits. Of course, arbitrary choice is not itself adaptive, but could be the result of adaptive mechanisms operating on neutral traits. Using the judgement of others may then allow the copying of both adaptively important traits and also other arbitrary traits. Social learning may also influence evolutionarily relevant traits in adaptive ways, acting to tune individuals into traits that are locally adaptive. For example, there is much variation in masculinity preferences, and this has been proposed to link to evolutionarily relevant trade-offs in choosing masculine partners [30,43]. If masculinity is more or less valuable under certain conditions, then social learning may provide a mechanism that promotes following locally adaptive choices. In this way, social learning mechanisms may: (i) reinforce relatively culturally invariant preferences for traits that universally predict adaptive outcomes, (ii) lead to culturally variant preferences for traits for which the adaptive value depends on ecological conditions, and (iii) encourage the spread of preferences for traits that do not appear to serve an adaptive function once they arise within a population. We note that there are also likely biases towards preferences for certain traits, such as symmetry, and these preferences may appear irrespective of learning, though learning may impact on them.

Research on preferences for body traits highlights potentially adaptive variation in attractiveness judgements. For example, there appears to be a positive association between body fat and prestige in the South Pacific [44,45]. In contrast, in cultures such as the UK and the USA, where food is abundant, individuals show strong preferences for low-weight, or thin, individuals [46,47]. These findings are in line with other preference studies where fatness is preferred in cultures where food is less abundant [48–50] and in individuals of low socio-economic status within cultures [51]. Potentially, as body fat, at least in women, is preferred in cultures that are at greater risk of food shortage [50], environmental conditions of subsistence living may place more emphasis on weight as a valued trait in partners. Individual differences are not necessarily restricted to comparisons among cultures but have also been reported within cultures. In line with ideas of food shortage, those in less affluent contexts prefer heavier women than those in more affluent contexts [51].

In previous studies, differences in weight preferences for female bodies were compared between Caucasian individuals from the UK and Zulu
individuals from South Africa [52]. South African Zulus prefer higher body mass indexes (BMIs) than people in the UK. Such preferences appear to be the result of learning the norm of attractiveness, as Zulus who moved to the UK have preferences more similar to Caucasian individuals and UK residents of African origin who were born and raised in the UK also have similar preferences to Caucasian individuals [52]. In this way, preferences for weight need not be innate but may be adaptable to the environment in which individuals find themselves. The mechanism for learning what is attractive within a particular culture remains unclear, but social learning is a prime candidate.

(a) Generalization in social learning

Previous studies on humans have focused on copying-like effects on preferences for specific individuals. In other words, they have shown that a particular individual becomes more attractive when paired with an attractive partner. This is also seen in the non-human animal literature, where copying has been defined as simply the acceptance or rejection of potential mates on the basis of their having been accepted or rejected by others (e.g. [53, 54]). Copying effects, however, can be more general, with females showing preferences for novel males that are physically similar to males observed with other females [9, 12, 13]. This generalization of preferences for certain traits, and not just preferences for specific individuals, is important as it allows social transmission to have more wide-reaching consequences on the evolution of certain anatomical traits and preferences [55].

Social transmission of mate choice can have important consequences for sexual selection [55]. Darwin [37] laid out the first notions of how evolution of traits by preference could occur. A common example of sexual selection is self-reinforcing, or ‘runaway’, selection [56], which provides one account for the evolution of traits and preferences. After a preference for any particular trait has arisen, such as a preference for large noses, females begin to reproduce with males in possession of large noses to produce offspring with both genes for large noses (in males) and genes for a preference for large noses (in females). A feedback loop between genes for traits and preferences could produce stronger preferences and ever more elaborate expression of traits. The initial preference could come from a sensory disposition evolved for another purpose [57], and hence may not necessarily serve a function, or because the preferred trait is associated with either phenotypic or genotypic quality [58]. Modelling work has shown that social transmission of preferences in humans can result in a directional pressure on both traits and preferences within populations, and this could potentially account for genetically based phenotypic variation between cultures [55].

There is another problem, alluded to earlier, with copying the choices of others. The problem is that the specific person by definition is already partnered and, at least in humans, the partnership could be long lasting, thus limiting the benefits of social copying. Generalized preferences for the traits of individuals who are chosen, rather than specific individuals themselves, means that copying effects will not necessarily lead to the problem of increasing your preference for a person who already has a partner, thus avoiding direct competition in competing for partnered individuals and increasing the adaptive benefits of social learning of preferences.

(b) Rationale for the current experiment

In our experiment, we extended previous research demonstrating that social learning can influence preferences for specific individuals to examine whether copying-like effects extend to judgements of novel faces that share the facial traits of members of the opposite sex that were observed paired with attractive partners. The experiment is designed to address at a small scale what could happen in different human populations. Our experimental conditions can be regarded as separate human populations that are exposed to choices of other individuals within their population. While previous studies demonstrate attraction to specific individuals based on social learning, learning about the attractiveness of traits in general opens the possibility of social learning having much more wide-ranging effects on the preferences of a population.

(i) Participants

Participants were 53 heterosexual adults (21 women, 32 men, mean age = 30.6 years, s.d. = 10.9). All participants were volunteers visiting an online testing site and were selected for being heterosexual and between the ages of 16 and 60. Participants were largely white (white: 77.4%, Asian: 9.5%, Hispanic: 3.8%, black: 1.5%, other: 7.5%). The study was approved by the ethics committee in the Department of Psychology, University of Stirling. The study was run over the Internet and participants were volunteers visiting a research-based website (www.alittlelab.com).

(ii) Consent and participation

Participants were given a description of the study prior to filling in the questionnaire and instructed that by continuing to the next page they were consenting to take part in the study and that they were free to drop out at any point. Participants were unsupervised and undertook the test at their own computer.

(iii) Stimuli

The base stimuli were 10 composite male and 10 composite female faces. Each stimulus was composed of five randomly selected male or female images from a set of 50 young adult male and 50 young adult female facial photographs that had been taken under standard lighting conditions with neutral facial expressions. The composite faces were created using specially designed software. Key locations (179 points) were manually marked around the main features (e.g. eyes, nose and mouth) and the outline of each face (e.g. jaw line, hair line). The average location of each feature point in the five faces for each composite was then calculated. The features of the individual faces were then warped to the relevant average shape before superimposing the images to produce a
photographic quality result (this technique has been used to create composite images in previous studies: [59–61]). The composite images were made perfectly symmetrical by combining them with their mirror image, creating images symmetrical in both shape and colour.

Eye spacing was manipulated by transforming all images relative to a pair of face images, one original image and one image where all the points delineating the eyes had been moved outwards. The distance change in eye-spacing distance from original (measured from the centre of the eye) in the presented images was 21 pixels for each individual face, either wider or narrower. The same transform was applied to all starting images, ensuring the wide and narrow eye-spacing images differed from the real starting images in an identical manner but in opposite directions. This procedure for manipulating eye spacing in face images has been used in previous studies.

Attractive and unattractive versions of the same base faces were manufactured using a masculine/feminine transform, following our previous work [21]. Femininity is reliably associated with the attractiveness of female faces [62,63]. While masculinity in male faces is not so consistently associated with attractiveness across different studies using different sets of stimuli, previous studies using the same stimuli as those used here have established that masculine versions are, on average, preferred over feminine versions in the male face set [21,64]. For reasons of clarity, when referring to model images, we refer to masculine male faces and feminine female faces as ‘attractive’ and feminine male faces and masculine female faces as ‘unattractive’. Composites were transformed on a masculine/feminine dimension using the linear difference between a composite of 50 males and 50 females following the technique reported in Perrett et al. [62]. Using the shape difference between male and female composites, the vector of masculinity/femininity can be parametrized allowing manipulation along the vector, described here as a percentage of the distance between male and female. Transforms represented 50 per cent plus or minus the difference between these two composites. Examples of manipulated stimuli can be seen in figure 1.

(iv) Procedure
Briefly, we pre-tested participants’ preference for eye spacing in opposite-sex faces, and then exposed participants to pairs of faces in which novel, opposite-sex target individuals were paired with attractive or unattractive partners (the attractiveness of the partner depended on the eye spacing of the target) before repeating the test of preference for eye spacing. We compared pre- with post-test scores to determine whether the eye spacing that was paired with attractive partners increased in attractiveness. Details of this procedure are given below.

Participants were presented with a short questionnaire assessing age, sex and sexual orientation and were then given a pre-test for eye-spacing preference. They were presented with five novel face pairs (five male pairs for women and five female pairs for men), which comprised a wide-eyed and narrow-eyed version of the same composite, and were asked to choose which face they thought was most attractive for a long-term relationship. A long-term relationship was specified because previous research has demonstrated that social learning effects on face preferences are greater when women assess men’s attractiveness for long-term relationship contexts than for short-term relationship contexts [21]. Clicking a button under the image selected it as more attractive and moved onto the next trial.

Following this pre-test were exposure trials, where participants were shown 10 pairs of male and female faces and were told that the person on the right (model) was the partner of the person on the left (target). Participants were randomly allocated to one of two exposure conditions. In condition (or population) A, narrow eye spacing was paired with attractive partners and wide eye spacing with unattractive partners. In condition (or population) B, narrow eye spacing was paired with unattractive partners and wide eye spacing with attractive partners. Different faces were used in the exposure test than were used in the pre- and post-tests.

After this exposure, we measured post-test masculinity preference by again presenting the five face pairs from the pre-test. Preference for eye spacing was recorded in both the pre- and post-test eye-spacing preference tests as a percentage of times participants chose the wide-eyed image of the pair. All image pairs in each set of trials were presented in a random order.

4. RESULTS
The dependent variable ‘change in wide eye-spacing preference’ was calculated by subtracting the pre-exposure preference for wide eye spacing from the post-exposure preference. Positive scores therefore indicate preferences for wide eye spacing that increased after exposure and negative scores indicate preferences for wide eye spacing that decreased after
exposure. Generalization of social learning would be evidenced by scores that were greater for participants who saw wide eye spacing paired with attractive partners than for participants who saw wide eye spacing paired with unattractive partners.

A univariate ANOVA was carried out with change in wide eye-spacing preference as the dependent variable and condition (wide eye spacing paired with attractive faces, wide eye spacing paired with unattractive faces) and sex of participant (male, female) as between-participant factors. This revealed a significant effect of condition ($F_{1,49} = 8.73$, $p = 0.005$, $\eta^2_p = 0.151$), no significant effect of sex of participant ($F_{1,49} = 0.06$, $p = 0.813$, $\eta^2_p = 0.001$) and no significant interaction between sex of participant and condition ($F_{1,49} = 0.85$, $p = 0.362$, $\eta^2_p = 0.017$). The main effect of condition reflects the predicted effect that preferences for wide eye spacing were higher after observing wide eye spacing paired with attractive models and were lower when wide eye spacing was paired with unattractive models. Indeed, in both conditions, preferences for wide eye spacing changed from pre-test to post-test, increasing after exposure to wide eye spacing paired with attractive partners ($t_{28} = 1.82$, $p = 0.079$, $d = 0.69$) and decreasing after exposure to wide eye spacing paired with unattractive partners ($t_{28} = -2.43$, $p = 0.023$, $d = 1.01$). Mean changes in eye-spacing preference by condition can be seen in figure 2.

(a) **Summary of the current experiment**

Our experiment demonstrated that general preferences for face traits in opposite-sex faces are influenced by the pairing of an attractive/unattractive face with other opposite-sex faces in possession of that trait. This finding extends previous research by demonstrating that the effects of social learning on attractiveness judgements generalize to judgments of novel individuals. When targets with wide eye spacing were paired with an attractive model and targets with narrow eye spacing were paired with an unattractive model, preferences for wide eye spacing increased in both men and women compared with the preferences of participants who were exposed to the opposite pairing.

(b) **Generalizing social learning and cross-cultural differences in preference**

Generalization, as demonstrated above, greatly increases the influence social learning can potentially have across different cultures as it means certain traits, not certain individuals, can rapidly become preferred in a population. If we consider our two experimental conditions as different human populations, then population A came to prefer narrow-spaced eyes and population B came to prefer wide-spaced eyes after only minimal exposure to pairing individuals with those traits with attractive partners.

If attractive individuals in a population exhibit some consistency in preferences for certain traits, then the effect seen in our experiment can lead to selection for the preferred traits and increased frequency of genes for such preferences. This would be in line with runaway selection described earlier, as even weak transmission biases can generate population-specific traits and preferences [55]. In this way, social learning could create consistency in traits and preferences within a specific culture and also generate cross-cultural differences once differences arise. Such transfer effects may allow for the social transmission of mate-choice preferences to influence the evolution of certain anatomical traits and preferences [55].

Copying the choices of others can be an important part of sexual selection [23]. Mathematical models of mate choice have suggested that social transmission of mate preferences can contribute to sexual selection for male traits [55, 65, 66]. In all three models, depending on the strength of copying effects, mate-choice copying can cause directional selection, meaning that copying is capable of reducing variation in traits present in a population and causing novel traits, and preferences for these traits, to increase in frequency in a population [55, 65, 66].

Overall, our findings demonstrate the plausibility of cultural inheritance of mating preferences in humans driving sexual selection consistent with the model proposed by Laland [55]. Future studies could address whether the social learning effects seen here are observable in other cultures as well as document the extent of cross-cultural variation in mate preferences/physical traits and their genetic basis, which may be the result of such learning.

Our findings are consistent with a sophisticated copying-like process, whereby individuals copy the choices of attractive individuals (as the attractive model increased attraction to their partner). This may represent a biased form of copying whereby individuals are most inclined to follow the choices of attractive people in mate choice. Generalization increases the chances that social learning can drive large changes between cultures, but the impact of social learning could be further increased if there were bias in who is learned from. If a select few are
attended to, then the choices of few can lead the preferences of many if social learning generalizes. In §5, we address the possibility of such bias in learning.

5. BIASES IN SOCIAL LEARNING

In the last part of this review, we turn our attention to factors that might increase the impact of social learning within a population. Certain individuals may have a greater impact than others on social learning, leading to greater conformity to a single norm more quickly. This can occur if there is a bias to attend to information from certain individuals. Such biases in social learning may play important roles in generating and maintaining diversity in preferences both within a population and between populations.

Once social learning evolved, it would pay to be selective about who to learn from because some models will be more successful than others [67]. This has led to the notion that there are mechanisms promoting differential attention to particular models [68,69], so-called ‘model-based biases’ (following [1]). Three aspects of the model that might promote social learning are cues of prestige, success and skill [69]. Learners should preferentially pay attention to people in possession of these cues because selective social learners would then have an advantage over those who were not selective. Indeed, it has been argued that prestige evolved from social learning strategies to identify appropriate models from which to learn [67]. The possession of prestige ensures that prestigious individuals are listened to and have influence. Although the source of prestige can be unclear to observers, if others consider someone to be prestigious, it might be assumed he or she is a useful model for social learning. For example, age and skill are often associated with prestige; in hunter–gatherer societies, skilled individuals have higher status [70] and older individuals are generally seen as people to be respected [71]. While prestige is indirectly inferred through others’ behaviour towards the prestigious individual, other cues to useful models are more directly observable. For example, one can observe potential models actively engaged in a particular task, such as hunting, and gauge their skill in order to decide who to learn from [69]. Even without direct observation of skill, observations of an individual’s apparent success can also provide cues to their value as a model [69]. In the example of hunting, this might mean the number of animals killed. Thus, bias can be influenced by cues ranging from direct observation at particular tasks to inferred prestige.

Prestige, skill and success certainly seem important in social learning. As noted by Henrich & McElreath [69], Rogers [72] argued that the diffusion of innovations is strongly influenced by ‘local opinion leaders’. These opinion leaders are generally high in local social status, well respected and widely connected [72]. There are other lines of research that also suggest that social learning is biased towards prestigious or successful models. Several studies demonstrate that social learning is biased in some way. For example, studies have shown that participants are more likely to follow the choices of competent and/or successful individuals [73–77]. Other studies have demonstrated that participants are more likely to follow the behaviour of prestigious individuals [78–80]. Bias has also been seen in the transmission of managerial styles [81,82] and in naturalistic studies [83]. These findings suggest a bias towards competent individuals when such individuals are observed to be successful on particular tasks or even towards those who are of high status/prestige. In non-human species, bias has been observed in fish species whereby young guppies are more likely to copy the mate choice of older models than younger models [8,84]. Older guppies are also less likely to be influenced by the choices of younger females [8]. As age is related to experience, this suggests a sophisticated social learning bias involving trade-offs between personal and public information use (e.g. [85,86]) that could lead to more adaptive learning.

Evidence for biases in the effects of social learning on attractiveness judgements in humans is relatively scarce, but is undoubtedly an important issue for future research. Moreover, what little evidence currently exists for such biases in humans is certainly encouraging, suggesting that tests for such biases may well yield interesting effects. For example, both previous research [21] and the experiment reported in §§3 and 4 of the current article suggest that people are more likely to be influenced by the choices of attractive individuals than unattractive individuals. Because attractive individuals are likely to be most able to be selective of partners, it can be inferred that the partner whom they have chosen possesses attractive qualities that may not be physical. A physically attractive partner may then act as an indirect advertisement of quality. Additionally, the finding that women’s preferences for men who were being looked at by other women increased more if the other women were smiling than if they had neutral expressions [19] demonstrates that the model’s apparent satisfaction with the target influences social learning. Thus, our previous and current studies already demonstrate some evidence for biased social learning in human mate preferences. Previous authors have also speculated that preferences for body weight may involve social learning [51] and social learning based on observing how weight is associated with prestige is a plausible mechanism for changes in preferences seen when individuals move between cultures [52]. There are other likely biases in human social learning and we expect individuals would be most influenced by others who have greatest access to information, demonstrate success and/or have high prestige.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As is clear from §2 of our article, the attractiveness literature has recently seen a steady accumulation of compelling evidence that social learning influences human mate preferences. Adding to this research, our new experiment (reported in §§3 and 4 of this article) demonstrated that social learning effects may extend beyond the specific individuals observed to novel individuals possessing similar physical traits,
greatly extending both the scope and power of social learning effects. Section 5 highlighted the importance of considering the potential impact of biases in social learning, whereby individuals may preferentially copy the choices of individuals with high status or better access to critical information about potential mates. Such biases may provide further insight into the importance of social learning for human mate preferences and could mean that the choices of a select few individuals carry the greatest weight, rapidly generating agreement in preferences within a population and allowing social learning to be more influential. Social learning mechanisms encourage the spread of preferences for certain traits once they arise within a population and so may explain certain cross-cultural differences either by driving locally adaptive choice or by selection for arbitrary traits that are relatively neutral to selection. Together, these data and arguments highlight the potential power of social learning in human mate preferences and how understanding social learning processes can help in understanding human mate preferences.
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